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About 0932 e.s.t. on February 26, 1982, while proceediilg souihbound in the  East 

River of New York Harbor, the U.S. coastal tankship POLING BROS. NO. 9 exploded and 
burned. The tankship had discharged a cargo of gasoline a few hours before the accident, 
and its tanks were not free of gas fumes. The vessel was passing or had just passed 
underneath the Williamsburg Bridge when a fire followed by a series of explosions 
occurred. Workmen were reconstructing the south outer roadway on the bridge at the 
time of the accident, and there had been several previous reports of sparks, apparently 
slag from metal being cut with an oxyacetylene torch, falling from the  bridge. In one 
reported instance about 2 weeks before the  accident, hot slag landed on an oil barge 
passing under the  bridge. After the explosions, the POLING BROS. NO. 9 immediately 
lost power and drifted to the Brooklyn side of the river a few hundred feet south of the 
bridge where it continued to burn, despite firefighting efforts, until i t  sank at about 1030. 
The force of the explosions hurled debris, including a cargo hatch cover and other pieces 
of metal, onto the bridge roadways and the electrified rail of one of the subway tracks on 
the bridge, shorting out the electrical system and stopping one subway train on the bridge. 
There were no injuries to persons on the bridge, and all commuters in the stalled train 
were transferred to another train without incident. One of the eight crewmembers of the 
POLING BROS. NO. 9 was killed by the explosion, and three others were injured. The 
damage to the tankship was estimated to be about $2 million. L/ 

Earlier, af ter  the POLING BROS. NO. 9 cargo had been discharged at 0410, the 
chief mate witnessed the securing of all cargo valves, and noted that the fixed cargo spill 
containment boxes under the hose connections were dry, that  the hatch covers for all 
cargo tanks were closed but not dogged, and that flame screens for all ullage holes were 
in place but that the ullage covers were open. The chief mate and master testified that  i t  
was the master's policy to operate with the hatch covers and ullage holes in this condition, 
unless weather or sea conditions required that more positive securing of the hatches and 
ullage holes be accomplished. 

At the time of the accident, the outer roadway on the south side of the Williamsburg 
Bridge was undergoing extensive renovation by a construction firm under contract  t o  New 
York City. The work involved use of an oxyacetylene torch t o  burn off old rivet heads in 

- 1/ For more detailed information read Marine Accident ReportJ'Explosion and Fire On 
Board US. Coastal Tankship POLING BROS. N0.9,  East River, New York Harbor, 
February 26, 1982" (NTSB/MAR-83/B;b). 
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support beams that were being replaced. While one man, a burner, was using an  
oxyacetylene torch. another man: a fire watchman. was assigned t o  keep a watch 
approaching vessels. However, the fire watchman had left  the work area sometime pr' 
to  the approach of the POLING BROS. NO. 9. Meanwhile, t he  burner continued worki 
with the oxyacetylene torch without a fire watchman present. 

A deckhand on a nearby tugboat testified that he saw sparks falling from the 
Williamsburg Bridge as the POLING BROS. NO. 9 was passing under the  bridge. Thc 
deckhand stated that he had welding experience and that it appeared to  h im that the 
sparks probably resulted from metal being cut with an oxyacetylene torch. He estimated 
that  the sparks were slightly inshore of the vessel's track. H e  said that flames erupted 
from the tankship almost immediately thereafter. 

Vapors emitted from the cargo tanks of the POLING BROS. NO. 9 via the open 
ullage holes or from the undogged hatches could have been ignited by sparks generated by 
debris falling from the bridge and striking the metal of the vessel. Calcrilations indicate 
that even af ter  falling about 130 feet  in 26'F air, a piece of slag as small as 1/8-inch 
spherical diameter still would be hot enough to  ignite flammable vapors from gasoline by 
autoignition, based on an autoignition temperature for gasoline of 8OO'F. The flame from 
the ignited vapor could have propagated into the cargo tanks either through a damaged 
flame screen or through an unsecured hatch opening. 

The facts that debris and sparks fell on a passing oil barge just 2 weeks before the 
accident involving the POLING BROS. NO. 9 and that sparks were seen falling from the 
bridge near the POLING BROS. NO. 9 immediately before the vessel exploded cause the 
Safety Board to conclude that  the fire and explosion sustained by the POLING BROS. 
NO. 9 were initiated by debris, probably hot slag resulting from the cutting of metal with 
an oxyacetylene torch, falling from the 'Williamsburg Bridge onto the vessel. 

The Safety Board believes that closing the ullage holes should be a standard practice 
on all tank vessels and should be accomplished as  soon as  the final ulhges are  taken after 
loading and as  soon as  the tanks are empty when discharging. The Safety Board believes 
that the policy followed by the master of the POLING BROS. NO. 9 of allowing the ullage 
holes to  remain open while the vessel was underway was an unnecessary and dangerous 
practice, and that this accident might not have occurred if the ullage holes had been 
closed. 

The master and the chief mate of the POLING BROS. NO. 9 appeared to  have a 
comprehensive knowledge of 46 CFR Parts 30 t o  40; however, both men apparently did not 
know of the existence of the requirements for closing cargo tank openings when underway, 
contained in 3 3  CFR Section 155.815, which became effective in January 1980. Since the 
master was unaware of the requirement of 33 CFR Section 155.815, he had a policy of 
operating the POLING BROS. NO. 9 with the  cargo hatch covers closed but undogged and 
with the ullage holes open but protected by flame screens, even in congested and confined 
waters--such as New York Harbor-where the possibility of having an accident is 
increased by the prevalence of other vessels, bridges, and other potential hazards to  
navigation. The Poling Transportation Company did not promulgate instructions to  inform 
personnel on i ts  vessels of recent changes in regulations or about safety procedures that 
should be followed. Had the crew of the POLING BROS. NO. 9 been apprised of the 
regulation to securi: tank openings when underway, this accident might not have occurred. 
The Safety Board believes that the Poling Transportation Company should develop and 
disseminate an instruction manual or written instructions to masters of all vessels of the 
company's fleet which specify standard operating and safety procedures that must  be  
followed. 
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Therefore, the National Transportation Safety Board recommends that the Poling 
Transportation Company: 

Develop an instruction manual which provides guidance to masters and 
other crewmembers regarding the safe operation of vessels operated by 
your company. The manual should include, among other items, such 
practices as closing and dogging cargo hatch covers and ullage holes a t  
all times unless they are required to be open for cargo transfer 
operations, inspections, tank cleaning, or other essential operations, or 
unless the vessel is gas free. (Class II, Priority Action) (M-83-42) 

The National Transportation Safety Board is an independent Federal agency with the 
statutory responsibility 'I. . . to promote transportation safety by conducting independent 
accident investigations and by formulating safety improvement recommendations." 
(P.L. 93-633). The Safety Board is vitally interested in any actions taken as a result of its 
safety recommendations, and would appreciate a response from V W T  reearding action 
taken or contemplated with respect to the recommendation in this kiter. 

BURNETT, Chairman, GOLDMAN, Vice Chairman, McADARIS, BDRSLEY, and 
ENGEN, Members, concurred in this recommendation. 


